KGTiger “Exclusive Contingency” Recruiting Agreement
This Agreement is entered into by and between KGTiger with principal offices at 190 Warwick Rd Unit 668 Stratford, NJ 08084 ( “KG”)
and _______________ (“Client”) with principal offices at ____________________________________________________.
On this date, ______________ Client agrees to enter into a limited exclusive contingency recruiting contract with KG in accordance with
the following terms and conditions.
1.

Definitions.
Assignment
Job position delegated to KG to identify and submit Candidates for Hire
Candidate
Qualified, interested, and affordable individuals who are introduced to Client for consideration to Hire for Assignment
Exclusive Contingency Client will assign and KG will undertake certain Candidate searches exclusive of any other external vendor for a
minimum of (30-45) days per Assignment
Hire
Client issued offer of employment is accepted by Candidate
2. Period. This Agreement shall commence on the date signed by Client and continue for one (1) year. It shall automatically renew for
additional one (1) year terms thereafter. Either party may terminate this Agreement at any time with or without cause by providing the
other party with thirty (30) day written termination notice. In the event of termination, all sums owed by either party to the other shall
remain due and payable as per the Agreement terms. Candidates introduced by KG to Client prior to termination shall continue to be
subject to the Agreement terms and conditions.
3. Responsibilities. Please to refer to appendix A, “Responsibilities”.
4. Service Fee. KG Service Fee for Exclusive Contingency is equal to
% of a reasonable estimate of Candidate's first year
compensation (the hire's anticipated first year pay, inclusive of base pay and guaranteed bonus).
Client agrees to pay KG a Service Fee for each Hire occurring within one year of Candidate introduction, and for each Hire for an
Assignment where hired Candidate was introduced to Client by an external vendor during the 45-day period of exclusivity.
5. Invoicing. Invoice shall be submitted for 50% of the Service Fee upon Candidate acceptance of employment offer issued by Client.
Balance of the Service Fee shall be invoiced upon commencement of employment. Invoices are payable within 30 days of invoice
date.
6. Guarantee. In the event the new employee rescinds their acceptance of the job offer or leaves employment within a 90 days of
starting, KG will supply a minimum of three replacement candidates. Thereafter if a replacement candidate has not been hired or no
replacement candidate is being considered for hire within 90 days, a refund of fees paid less 15% will be issued. In the event a
replacement Candidate is hired after a refund is issued, the Service Fee as specified in paragraph 4 above applies.
7. Assignment. Neither party may assign their rights or responsibilities under this Agreement without the expressed written consent of
the other.
8. Relationship. The relationship between the parties to this Agreement is that of independent contractors. Nothing contained herein
is intended to create an employment relationship or an agency relationship between these parties.
9. Non-solicitation. Client and KG agree not to hire, attempt to hire or solicit the employment of any employee or officer of the other
party or affiliate of the other party on behalf of their company or any person, firm or corporation, or otherwise interfere w ith the
employment relationship between the party and any employee of that party while this Agreement is active and for a period of two (2)
years from the date of termination of this Agreement.
10. Jurisdiction. This Agreement shall in all respects be governed by, and construed and interpreted in accordance with, the Laws of
the State of New Jersey without giving effect to any conflicts of law principles of such state that might refer the governance,
construction or interpretation of this Agreement to the Laws of another jurisdiction.
11. Entire Agreement. This document constitutes the entire agreement of the parties. No amendment or modification shall be effective
unless in writing and signed by the parties hereto. Unless attached and incorporated herein, no prior contract, understanding, or verbal
representation shall be binding on either party.

______________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

Client Signature

Douglas M Dorfman
KGTiger, President

Date

______________________________
Client Title
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Appendix A

Responsibilities

KG responsibilities:
For assignments undertaken, KG shall assign an “Engagement Manager” to serve as a single point of contact and to directly support the
search effort. KG will utilize the KGTiger “TEAM” process (the identification and uncovering of candidates through proactive recruiting
techniques) to deliver documented Candidates that are qualified, interested, and considered affordable for an Assignment.
KG will perform its retained service with dedicated service agents and commitment to achieve a hire in as short a timeframe as possible.
The service will include:





Development of the sourcing specification and plan (from Client input)
Candidate sourcing, screening, and documenting (including passive candidate sourcing)
Candidate presentation including reporting and status calls
Interview scheduling and liaison service support, as required

KG will not present a candidate without having been screened, informed of the opportunity with Client, and given consent to having their
resume sent to Client. Candidates shall be submitted through Client’s designated portal.
Client responsibilities:
EC requires effective collaboration between Client and KG to assure success. To support this desired result, Client will assign a person to
manage the collaboration between Client and KG during the life of an Assignment. Upon issuing Assignment with primary position
information to KG, Client agrees to support the process, with an appropriate level of urgency, as per the following list:
Activity
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Time limit

Hold concall to discuss new assignment...................................................................................................................
Participate in calibration call...........................................................................................................................................
Recruiter accepts or rejects candidate with specific feedback........................................................................
Hiring manager accepts or rejects Candidate .........................................................................................................
Recruiter/HM to phone screen accepted Candidate............................................................................................
Update status dates for submitted Candidate (consistently through offer and hire stages)................
Render specific feedback for drop-offs (candidates who exit process after acceptance).....................
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within 1 day of issuing Assignment
within 1 day of concall
within 2 days of submission of each candidate
within 2 days of recruiter acceptance
within 2 days of HM acceptance
within 1 day of event occurrence
within 1 day of candidate drop-off

